Introduction {#s1}
============

Radical cure of vivax malaria in G6PD deficient patients {#s1-1}
--------------------------------------------------------

*Plasmodium vivax* accounts for over half the world's malaria burden outside sub-Saharan Africa ([@bib15]). The control and elimination of vivax malaria require both cure of the blood stage infection (the stage that causes acute illness) and the prevention of later relapses which derive from dormant hypnozoites in the liver (radical cure). Hypnozoites are formed from sporozoites, which do not develop immediately following mosquito inoculation but instead remain dormant in hepatocytes for weeks or months before developing and causing recurrent blood stage infections called relapses. In general, *P. vivax* infections in tropical regions are associated with frequent relapses (with intervals as short as three weeks) whilst relapses in *P. vivax* infections from Central America, Northern India and temperate regions are associated with longer intervals from acute infection to first relapse ([@bib29]).

Primaquine, an 8-aminoquinoline, is currently the only widely available antimalarial drug for the radical cure of *P. vivax* infections. Primaquine causes predictable oxidant haemolysis in G6PD deficiency (G6PDd) one of the most common genetic abnormalities of man ([@bib10]). Throughout Asia, the Mediterranean littoral and Africa, allele frequencies for this enzyme deficiency vary between 3% and 35% in the populations at risk from vivax malaria ([@bib17]). As G6PDd has sex-linked inheritance, males are either deficient (hemizygotes) or normal, whereas women can be deficient (homozygotes), normal or partially deficient (heterozygotes) in proportions determined by the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. Because of Lyonisation, there is substantial variability in the proportion of red cells which are deficient in individual heterozygote females ([@bib7]).

The degree of haemolysis following primaquine depends on the dose administered and the severity of the enzyme deficiency (and in heterozygote females the proportion of erythrocytes which are deficient). The more severe G6PDd variants found in South East (SE) Asia (for example, Viangchan, Mahidol, Coimbra, Union) and the Middle East/West Asia (for example, Mediterranean) are generally associated with more severe haemolysis compared to the common African A- variant. For G6PD normal patients, the primaquine regimen for radical cure that is recommended in SE Asia and Oceania (where relapse rates are high) is 0.5 mg base/kg/day for 14 days. Elsewhere it is 0.25 mg/kg/day for 14 days. For patients with G6PDd, a weekly dose is recommended; 0.75 mg/kg/week given for a total of 8 doses. Unfortunately G6PDd testing is not widely available despite the recent introduction of point-of-care rapid diagnostic tests (RDTs) for G6PDd. These RDTs are currently too expensive to deploy on a wide scale and can be difficult to interpret, and thus are not generally available ([@bib9]; [@bib27]; [@bib22]). Thus, primaquine is commonly not given to patients to avoid the risk of haemolysis so the burden of vivax malaria remains high, causing considerable morbidity and economic loss ([@bib24]).

Mechanisms of red blood cell production {#s1-2}
---------------------------------------

The mechanisms regulating red blood cell production and turnover have been well characterised. Red blood cells (RBCs) transport oxygen which is reversibly bound to the main red cell protein, haemoglobin. RBC production in the bone marrow is regulated to maintain oxygen carrying capacity. When the haemoglobin concentration in the blood falls, this reduces oxygen carriage and RBC production is up-regulated, a process mediated largely by the renal hormone, erythropoietin. At times of increased bone marrow production, reticulocytes appear in increased numbers in the circulation (the upper limit of normal is $\approx {1.5\%}$). Normal RBCs in healthy people have a very stable life expectancy of around 120 days. This is well modelled by a Gumbel distribution with low variance. In nucleated cells G6PD can be newly synthesised, but the red cells lose their nucleus before leaving the bone marrow so very young red cells (reticulocytes) have the highest G6PD activity, and this declines as the RBCs age. In most G6PDd variants, the mutant enzyme degrades more rapidly compared to the normal enzyme. Older erythrocytes may have up to five times less G6PD activity than reticulocytes. G6PDd results in lowered NADPH and a reduced ability to regenerate reduced glutathione. Reduced glutathione protects normal RBCs against oxidant stresses such as the haemolytic effects of primaquine metabolites and certain foods, classically fava beans. G6PD is also important for the function of catalase, another oxidant defence mechanism. As these non-reusable oxidant defence reserves are 'used up', the aging erythrocyte becomes increasingly vulnerable to oxidant haemolysis ([@bib3]; [@bib13]; [@bib8]; [@bib25]).

Evidence from previous studies of oxidant haemolysis in G6PD deficiency {#s1-3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

As young red cells have more functional enzyme than older cells, the degree of oxidant haemolysis depends on the genetic variant of G6PDd and the age distribution of the red cell population. Once the older cells have haemolysed, the remaining younger erythrocytes are essentially resistant to further damage by the same dosing regimen (that is, drug exposure) ([@bib3]). However, higher primaquine doses do cause further haemolysis. This explains the fall then rise in haemoglobin with continued daily primaquine administration in mild and moderate severity variants of G6PDd. This temporary primaquine insensitivity in G6PDd individuals with the continued primaquine administration was characterised by Beutler and colleagues in a series of studies conducted over sixty years ago ([@bib3],[@bib4], [@bib5]; [@bib13]; [@bib6]) and later exploited by Alving et al. to develop the once weekly regimen in G6PDd ([@bib1].)

By experimenting with high-dose weekly regimens and low-dose daily regimens, Beutler and colleagues showed haemoglobin would first fall as a result of oxidant haemolysis and then rise despite continued exposure to the same doses of primaquine which had caused the initial haemolysis. This resulted from reactive erythropoiesis (reticulocytosis) that introduced a younger red cell population to the circulation which was essentially 'resistant' to the haemolytic effects of that primaquine dose. Intermittent primaquine administration resulted in progressively smaller cycles of haemolysis followed by reticulocytosis as the red cell population became younger. These results led to a recommendation for a high-dose, once weekly primaquine regimen for radical cure in vivax malaria patients with G6PDd (8 once weekly adult doses of 45 mg) ([@bib1]). This regimen was devised based on studies in subjects with the African $A^{-}$ variant of G6PDd, which is one of the mildest deficiencies. Safety was not formally assessed in more severe deficiencies. A recent trial of this regimen in vivax malaria patients with the more severe Viangchan G6PDd variant from Cambodia showed a greater fall in haemoglobin and a delayed recovery from anaemia in G6PDd compared to G6PD normal patients with one patient requiring a blood transfusion ([@bib19]). These data suggest that weekly primaquine may not be the optimal regimen for the more severe G6PDd variants prevalent outside Africa.

Reconsideration of the detailed haematological studies that laid the foundation for the weekly regimen suggests that an ascending-dose regimen of primaquine, with a schedule that matches the dynamics of red blood cell production, could induce a safe 'slow burn' haemolysis, even in individuals with severe G6PDd variants, and would still deliver a total therapeutic dose for radical cure.

Accordingly, our study had two objectives; first, to construct a compartmental model for red blood cell dynamics which could be used to analyse all available data from past studies of haemolysis in G6PDd individuals, and second to predict an optimal ascending dose regimen which would be safe and efficacious yet practical and could, therefore, be recommended without G6PD testing.

Results {#s2}
=======

Model fit {#s2-1}
---------

[Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows hypothetical data simulated from the compartmental model with a primaquine regimen of 45 mg weekly for eight weeks fitted to data from adult G6PD deficient Cambodian patients. Parameters were randomly drawn from the Bayesian posterior distribution.10.7554/eLife.23061.003Figure 1.Comparison between the data from [@bib19] (shown in green, population median in thick black line) and posterior predictive 80% credible intervals (shown in red, median: thick line; 10&90% boundaries: dashed lines) in which adult Cambodian patients who were G6PD deficient were given weekly primaquine (45 mg) for eight weeks.*Left*: reticulocyte response; *Right*: haemoglobin response.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23061.003](10.7554/eLife.23061.003)

The signal-to-noise ratio in the reticulocyte data is low and this is apparent from the median reticulocyte count which varies considerably during the 56 days. In comparison, simulations from the mechanistic model show that a substantial rise in the reticulocyte count should occur approximately one week after the first dose, with a peak after the third dose, and then return to normal slowly over the subsequent six weeks. The serial haemoglobin data on the other hand show a clear trend with a large fall after the first dose, a smaller fall after the second and then a gentle recovery with no major effect from subsequent primaquine doses. This trend is reproduced by the model and the posterior distribution also characterises satisfactorily the variance observed in steady state haemoglobin concentrations.

Predicted dose response {#s2-2}
-----------------------

Combining the data from [Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}--[4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, it is possible to estimate a primaquine dose-haemoglobin response curve for G6PDd individuals whose severity is similar to the 'moderate severity' variants G6PDd Mahidol/Viangchan. The data at different dosing levels are sparse and the studies have been done in very different contexts; however, the strong mechanistic assumptions used to construct the compartmental model regularize the problem enough to compare the studies in a principled way. The data from G6PDd Mediterranean are excluded from this dose-response curve estimation because the haemolysis observed with this variant is considerably greater than for G6PDd Mahidol/Viangchan. However, the observed falls in haemoglobin after 5 daily doses of 30 mg in G6PDd Med Sardinians are shown by the red triangles in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, right plot, for comparison.10.7554/eLife.23061.004Figure 2.Comparison between approximate model fits (red) and data (green) extracted from four primaquine studies with a single dose or daily regimens all at 30/45 mg adult doses.Dosing periods are shaded in blue. The top two plots are for Mahidol and Viangchan variants, respectively. The bottom two plots are for the Mediterranean variant. From top left to bottom right: single 45 mg dose given to 7 G6PDd Mahidol Thais ([@bib11]); 14 daily doses of 30 mg given to 15 G6PDd presumed Viangchan variant Khmer soldiers (only mean and extreme values reported) ([@bib14]); 1 G6PDd Med Sardinian given two courses of daily 30 mg doses ([@bib23]); 2 G6PDd Med Sardinians given 5 daily doses of 30 mg ([@bib26]).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23061.004](10.7554/eLife.23061.004)10.7554/eLife.23061.005Figure 3.Comparison between approximate model fits (red) and data (green) extracted from four primaquine studies on the same individual with G6PDd African $A^{-}$([@bib1]).Dosing periods are shaded in blue. The top two plots are for weekly dosing regimens (8 doses): left is 60 mg per week; right is 45 mg per week; the bottom two plots are daily dosing regimens (14 doses): left is 15 mg per day; right is 30 mg per day.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23061.005](10.7554/eLife.23061.005)10.7554/eLife.23061.006Figure 4.Time series data of reticulocyte count (top row) and haemoglobin concentrations (bottom row) from the Cambodian study on G6PDd individuals ($n = 18$, left column) and G6PD normals ($n = 57$, right column) ([@bib19]).The faint green lines show individual patient data; the thick black lines represent the population median values at each time-point; the dashed black lines show the interquartile range.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23061.006](10.7554/eLife.23061.006)10.7554/eLife.23061.007Figure 4---source data 1.This provides the source data for the reticulocyte counts and haemoglobin concentrations over time from the [@bib19] study on weekly high-dose primaquine.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23061.007](10.7554/eLife.23061.007)10.7554/eLife.23061.008Figure 5.Estimating the dose-response curve for moderate/severe G6PDd.Left: estimates of the $\log d$ parameter as a function of the administered dose plotted with a linear regression curve (red cross: Viangchan; red circles: posterior estimates from model fitted to data from G6PDd Viangchan; blue cross: Mahidol; green crosses: African $A^{-}$). Right: dose-response curve (thick black line) with 90% credible intervals (dotted black lines) as measured by fall in haemoglobin ($y$-axis) after five days at a given dose ($x$-axis) based on draws from the posterior distribution. The red and green crosses are the estimated falls after five days from Viangchan and African $A^{-}$ studies, respectively (see [Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"},[3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The red triangles show the falls observed in G6PDd Med studies from [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23061.008](10.7554/eLife.23061.008)

The posterior MCMC samples inferred from the Kheng data can be used to approximate model uncertainty around the median dose-response curve. The right plot of [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the posterior predictive dose-response curve with 90% credible intervals, where the 'response' is defined as the drop in haemoglobin after five days at a given dosing level. Overlaid are estimates of the falls in haemoglobin induced by 5 daily doses from studies in [Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"},[3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, and an extrapolated estimate from the posterior distribution of the model fitted to data from weekly dosing in Viangchan variant.

It is of interest to compare the fitted dose-response relationship in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} (right: thick black line)---corresponding to the more severe variants of G6PDd---with the green crosses corresponding to observed and fitted haemolysis in G6PDd African $A^{-}$ (mild variant). As would be expected, for the mild variant the dose-response relationship has the same shape but is shifted to the right.

Safe optimal regimen {#s2-3}
--------------------

The currently recommended dose for the radical cure of vivax malaria in an adult in SE Asia and Oceania delivers 420 mg (that is, 30 mg/d x 14 d) of primaquine and is very effective ([@bib18]). The maximum primaquine dose administered in the weekly regimen is 360 mg (8 x 45 mg) but the efficacy of this regimen has only been reported in Afghan refugees in Pakistan, a country with a relatively low relapse rate ([@bib21]).

The primary objective of our research is to design a novel primaquine regimen that could be given safely to individuals with G6PDd or of unknown status without G6PD testing and deliver a total dose that would be efficacious. The scientific hypothesis is that the same total dose could be given safely with tolerated declines in Hb over a longer duration by starting with a lower initial dose which is increased gradually over time. The ascending dose regimen would allow for a steady adjustment of the age distribution of RBCs by both slow primaquine-induced haemolysis and the resulting increased erythropoiesis. These results only concern ascending dose regimens given over 20 days. There are two reasons for this; first, adherence to long course regimens is likely to be poor, and second, the first relapses emerge from the liver about 14 days after starting treatment so the primaquine regimen has to provide sufficient drug to prevent the emergence or eliminate these parasites.

### Definition {#s2-3-1}

For practical purposes, an acceptable ascending dose regimen is defined as a monotonic increasing dose regimen satisfying the following conditions: (i) the total dose is \>380 mg , (current tablet sizes do not allow for a regimen to provide 420 mg easily to all adult patients---and 380 mg is considered to give similar efficacy); (ii) every increment is a multiple of 2.5 mg; (iii) the minimum adult daily dose is 5 mg; and (iv) the maximum adult daily dose is 30 mg.

The optimal ascending-dose regimen is defined as the one resulting in the slowest haemolysis, where the rate of haemolysis is penalized by the squared gradient. The optimisation problem is non-convex for all ascending dose regimens, so the solution is approximated using a greedy search algorithm. An estimated optimal dosing regimen satisfying the criteria defined above is shown in [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, plotted in red (left: haemolytic effect; right: daily dosing of the ascending regimen). This was found using the median Bayesian posterior parameter estimates and a dose-response relationship taken from a linear interpolation of all points in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} (left plot). In blue is a simplified version of this ascending-dose regimen, broken into four 5-day cycles at a fixed dose. The resulting haemolysis from the blue regimen is greater, and the drops in haemoglobin are more irregular (left plot). [Video 1](#media1){ref-type="other"} in the supplementary materials illustrates the red blood cell dynamics over the course of this regimen.10.7554/eLife.23061.009Figure 6.Comparison of two 20-day ascending-dose regimens.*Left*: haemolysis over time resulting from regimens. Blue: simplified regimen; red: idealized optimal regimen. *Right*: daily dosing construction for the two regimens. Total dose of blue regimen is 375 mg; total dose of red regimen is 382.5 mg.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23061.009](10.7554/eLife.23061.009)Video 1.Animated video showing the red blood cell dynamics for our optimal ascending dose regimen.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23061.010](10.7554/eLife.23061.010)10.7554/eLife.23061.010

Although intuitively one might think that starting with a lower dose was safer, such a regimen can be in fact worse. This is shown in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} which compares the haemolysis resulting from four regimens given in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. Regimen D delivers too little primaquine at the start (observe very small decreases in haemoglobin concentration) with a reticulocyte response that is too weak to render the RBCs \'resistant\' to primaquine; the necessity to increase the PQ dose too fast to compensate for the slow start and to deliver an efficacious total dose results in a large drop in Hb on day 22.10.7554/eLife.23061.011Table 1.Illustrative regimens. A is our proposed optimal ascending dose regimen; B is a slight variation on this regimen (accelerated); C is a slower ascending dose regimen (potentially suitable for more severe variants); D illustrates a very poor regimen.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23061.011](10.7554/eLife.23061.011)RegimenDay1-56-1011-1516-2021-2526-30A7.5 mg15 mg22.5 mg30 mg\--B7.5 mg x3 d;10 mg x 2 d15 mg x 3 d; 17.5 mg x 2 d20 mg22.5 mg x 3 d; 25 mg x 2 d\--C5 mg10 mg15 mg20 mg25 mg-D5 mg5 mg x 2 d; 10 mg x 3 d10 mg x 4 d; 15 mg x 1 d15 mg15 mg x 1d; 30 mg x 4d30 mg x 3 d

Discussion {#s3}
==========

Primaquine is widely recommended for the radical cure of vivax malaria but it is often not given because testing for G6PD deficiency is not widely available outside large centres. This has deleterious consequences for vivax malaria affected communities because it is the multiple relapses of vivax malaria from liver hypnozoites that cause substantial morbidity.

Seminal research conducted over 50 years ago characterized the biology of oxidant haemolysis caused by primaquine and provided an alternative once weekly regimen for patients who were G6PDd based on controlled haemolysis. This was shown to be safer in adult subjects with the \'mild\' African $A^{-}$ variant of G6PDd, but was recommended for all G6PDd variants with variable adoption by countries since. In some countries (for example, Iran) it is the standard radical treatment for all patients. The safety and effectiveness of the high dose weekly regimen have been studied little over the past five decades.

Uncomplicated malaria treatment recommendations are usually a trade-off between dosing precision and operational feasibility. A regimen which is long or complicated may be adhered to poorly. In this particular case it must also be able to prevent or suppress relapsing P. *vivax* or P. *ovale* parasites which begin to emerge from the liver as early as two weeks (becoming patent about one week later) in SE Asia and Oceania. This modelling exercise, based on all available data, sought to devise a primaquine regimen which would be safer in G6PDd patients, and, therefore, might be deployed without G6PD testing. It was calibrated against recent data in Cambodian patients most of whom had the Viangchan G6PDd variant. Thus, the model predictions of the degree of haemolysis and the tolerability and safety profile would be expected to hold for variants with similar or less severe enzyme abnormalities, but it would not necessarily hold for more severe variants such as G6PDd Mediterranean where more clinical research is required.

Under all circumstances, the ascending regimen proposed here would be expected to be safer than the current 14 day regimens in G6PDd hemizygous males and homozygous females, especially the 0.5 mg/kg regimen needed for frequent relapsing P. *vivax*. This is clinically relevant also for female heterozygotes. Even with current rapid testing methods (for example, fluorescent spot test and RDTs) which generally detect patients with $\leq 30$% normal G6PD activity, the haemolytic risk in heterozygote females, who may be classified erroneously as \'G6PD normal\', could still be substantial. Up to $\approx 70$% of their erythrocytes may be G6PD deficient, and clinically significant haemolysis may result from daily higher dose primaquine regimens given to female heterozygotes ([@bib12]).

Although this compartmental model of RBC dynamics is highly simplified, it reproduces the essential dynamics of the body's response to primaquine-induced haemolysis in both healthy individuals and malaria patients. It can therefore help to guide the design of a Phase I study to evaluate its predictions, and thereby develop an optimal ascending dose regimen of PQ. An adaptive design protocol has been developed to test the simplified regimen (A) in G6PDd Mahidol healthy volunteers. A study in healthy G6PDd volunteers is essential to characterise the haemolytic response. Data from such a study can then be used to determine an optimal regimen which would then be tested for safety, and efficacy (that is, radical cure) in vivax malaria patients in a Phase II (that is, to define the PK-PD relationship in patients). Whether patients would adhere sufficiently to a longer regimen is an important operational concern so the optimised regimen would then need to be assessed for safety and effectiveness in larger field trials.

This use of mathematical modelling such as this could also be readily applied to the slowly eliminated 8-aminoquinoline tafenoquine, currently being tested for safety and efficacy in humans ([@bib2]). Tafenoquine has the great advantage of being administered as a single dose for radical cure due to its long terminal elimination half-life. However, this means it could be dangerous in G6PD deficiency. Whereas the rapidly eliminated primaquine can be stopped if there is significant haemolysis, limiting the haemolytic effect, the haemolytic effect of the slowly eliminated tafenoquine cannot be readily reversed and so haemolysis will continue until all susceptible red cells are destroyed. Combined regimens for G6PDd patients in which primaquine is given initially to induce controlled haemolysis followed by tafenoquine might be possible, and would allow shorter total treatment durations. Data on the Hb response to different doses of tafenoquine would be necessary to calibrate the model.

The results of this study show how care will need to be taken when designing an ascending primaquine dose regimen in order to minimize falls in haemoglobin. This is shown by the toxic regimen D ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). This gives an insight into the 'memory' property of the ascending dose regimens. The effect of a 30 mg dose will entirely depend on which doses were given during the previous days. In conclusion, these results suggest that an ascending PQ dosing regimen for vivax radical cure might be well tolerated and effective in mild or moderately severe G6PDd variants. These predictions should now be tested in an adaptive phase I study.10.7554/eLife.23061.012Figure 7.Dynamics of ascending regimens.*Left*: Comparing the haemolytic effect of four regimens. Thick black line: proposed optimal regimen; thick black dashed line: more conservative regimen with lower total dose; thin black dashed line: longer duration regimen for more severe variants; thick red line: bad choice regimen. *Right*: Posterior predictions for the proposed ascending dose for a given starting haemoglobin (steady state). Prediction using the median posterior values is shown by a thick black line. Predictions for 100 random draws from the posterior are shown by dashed blue lines. The horizontal line at a haemoglobin concentration of 9 is a proposed conservative 'safety threshold'. Horizontal line at a haemoglobin concentration of 8 is a proposed regimen limiting toxicity threshold.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23061.012](10.7554/eLife.23061.012)

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

Mathematical model {#s4-1}
------------------

The structure of the model of red cell dynamics is similar to the compartmental model developed by ([@bib28]). RBC dynamics are simulated by tracking the age distribution of the red blood cells in hourly blocks. The homeostatic dynamics, which maintain the number of red blood cells or haematocrit at a steady state are straightforward. At steady state, approximately 0.83% of RBCs are replaced each day and 1% of RBCs in the circulation are reticulocytes. Severe acute anaemia has two consequences in the bone marrow. Reticulocytes are released into the circulating blood at an earlier age and with increased erythropoiesis normoblasts may be released into the circulation (reported as nucleated RBCs) ([@bib16]). Previous iron turnover studies in humans following phlebotomy suggest sigmoid relationships for both of these processes ([@bib16]).

### Compartmental model of RBC dynamics {#s4-1-1}

The steady state haemoglobin concentration is denoted ${Hb}^{\ast}$. The time at which reticulocytes are released into circulation is a function of the haemoglobin concentration at time t, denoted Release (${Hb}_{t}$). At steady state, when ${Hb}_{t} = {Hb}^{\ast}$, the reticulocytes mature in the bone marrow for 3.5 days (that is, Release $\{{Hb}^{\ast}\} = 3.5$) and then spend approximately one day in the circulation before becoming erythrocytes. In anaemia, release can occur after only one day (then the cells are reticulocytes for 3.5 days in the circulation). These relationships were shown from plasma iron turnover studies following phlebotomy ([@bib16]).

By modelling the number of circulating RBCs directly, it is possible to compute the haemoglobin concentration at each time point in the simulations. The steady state number of RBCs corresponds to steady state haemoglobin and steady state haematocrit. The relationship between haematocrit and haemoglobin is assumed to be linear ([@bib20]). At steady state the body produces approximately $10^{8}$ RBCs per hour. In the model, this is used as the baseline production quantity, represented by a production factor of $\rho = 1$. In extreme anaemia this can be increased fivefold or more, for example, $\rho \geq 5$. Both Release (${Hb}_{t}$) and $\rho({Hb}_{t})$ are modelled as sigmoid functions:$$\rho({Hb}_{t}) = \frac{\rho^{max}}{1 + e^{\lambda({Hb^{\ast}})({Hb}_{t} - {{Hb}_{t}}_{50}^{\rho})}}$$$${Release}({Hb}_{t}) = 1 + \frac{2.5}{1 + e^{- k({Hb}_{t} - {{Hb}_{t}}_{50}^{R})}}$$

with $\lambda({Hb}^{\ast})$ given by:$$\lambda({Hb}^{\ast}) = \frac{{log}(\rho^{max} - 1)}{{Hb^{\ast}} - {Hb}_{50}^{\rho}}$$

where ${Hb}_{t}$ is the haemoglobin concentration at time $t$ (or equivalently the haematocrit); $\rho^{\max}$ is the maximum fold increase in steady state RBC production; ${Hb}^{\ast}$ is the steady state haemoglobin concentration; ${Hb}_{50}^{\rho}$ is the mid-point of the $\rho$ sigmoid function (the haemoglobin concentration at which production is equal to $\rho^{max}/2;$$k$ the Hill coefficient which regulates the steepness in response to perturbations in haemoglobin levels; ${Hb}_{50}^{R}$ the mid-point of the release function.

For simplicity, it is assumed that in the normal healthy state all red blood cells live exactly 120 days as erythrocytes, and therefore these two functions are sufficient to model the feedback loops which regulate perturbations to haemoglobin levels.

The following class of functions is used to model the red cell age-dependent primaquine-induced haemolysis:$$Probability\left( {PMQ\, induced\, death\, at\, age\, t} \right) = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
e^{(t - 120)^{d}} & {t \in \lbrack T_{min},120\rbrack} \\
0 & {t \leq T_{\min}} \\
\end{matrix} \right.$$

where $T_{\min}$ is the age of the youngest red blood cells lysed by primaquine. This parameter varies as a function of the degree of G6PD deficiency (determined by the genetic variant of G6PDd). The data from ([@bib23]) suggest cells as young as 16 days can be lysed with a daily primaquine dose of 30 mg in the severe Mediterranean variant, whereas in the less severe African A- variant haemolysis appears confined to cells older than 50 days ([@bib3]). The steepness of this 'killing function' is regulated by the parameter $d$, with smaller values of $d$ giving a sharper drop in haemoglobin levels.

Depending on the degree of severity of G6PD deficiency, haemolysis will be observed more or less quickly after the first dose of primaquine. To simulate this effect, a time lag component is added to the model, the value of which will depend on the genetic variant of G6PDd. The time lag component, denoted $T_{lag}$, reduces the total haemolytic effect (as given in [Equation 1](#equ4){ref-type="disp-formula"} for the first $T_{lag}$ hours after the first dose of primaquine. A glossary of all parameters of the model alongside their units and interpretation is given in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.10.7554/eLife.23061.013Table 2.Parameters and functions of the compartmental model along with their interpretation.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23061.013](10.7554/eLife.23061.013)ParameterUnitsMeaning$d$unitlessParameter of age-dependent killing function.${Hb}^{\ast}$HbSteady state haemoglobin concentration.${Hb}_{t}$HbHaemoglobin concentration at time $t$.$\rho({Hb})$unitlessFold-increase in production of RBCs as a function of haemoglobin concentration (at steady state $\rho({Hb}^{\ast}) = 1$).$\rho^{\max}$unitlessMaximum fold increase in RBC production, this will be reduced in anemia.${Hb}_{50}^{\rho}$HbHaemoglobin concentration for which production is elevated to $\rho^{\max}/2$.${Release}({Hb}_{t})$daysTime of release of reticulocytes into circulation as a function of haemoglobin concentration.$k$unitlessHill coefficient of sigmoid function ${Release}({Hb}_{t})$.${Hb}_{50}^{R}$HbHaemoglobin concentration corresponding to the mid-point of sigmoid describing reticulocyte release into circulation.$T_{\min}$hoursEarliest age of an RBC vulnerable to primaquine-induced haemolysis.$T_{lag}$hoursTime to reach the maximum haemolytic effect of primaquine.

Available data on primaquine induced haemolysis are sparse (these data are reviewed in detail in the next section). Thus, many of the free parameters such as $T_{lag}$ and $T_{\min}$ are fixed using expert opinion and their impact on the modelling evaluated by a sensitivity analysis shown in appendix Modelling primaquine-induced haemolysis in G6PD deficiency. A primary goal of this analysis was to parameterize the relationship between primaquine dose and haemolysis for a given severity of G6PD deficiency. Thus the dose-response curve varied with the different genetic mutations. A preliminary analysis (Figure 5) of the available historical data ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) suggests that the relationship between dose and age-dependent haemolysis as parameterised by the function in [Equation 1](#equ4){ref-type="disp-formula"} is logarithmic:$$\log d = \alpha PMQ_{dose} + \beta x + c$$

where $x$ are individual covariates of importance such the G6PDd variant and sex (the deficiency is X-linked) and $PMQ_{dose}$ is the dose of primaquine.

### Inputs and outputs of model {#s4-1-2}

The goal of this compartmental model was to simulate haemolysis following primaquine administration to a G6PDd individual over a fixed period of time. In order to do this, the model needs as inputs the following elements.

1.  The age distribution of RBCs both in the bone marrow (normoblasts and reticulocytes) and in circulation (reticulocytes and erythrocytes). This is represented as a vector of counts of RBCs for each age group discretized into hourly blocks.

2.  The number of hours for which to simulate the model forward in time. This includes a dosing schedule (binary vector discretized in hourly blocks where 1 represents drug in the body and 0 represents drug absent). In all the simulations shown, the drug schedules are designed in multiples of 24 hr blocks (the terminal elimination half-life of primaquine is $\approx 5$ hours). In this manner it is possible to simulate weekly dosing and daily dosing.

3.  The dosing level of the drug (this is defined by the value of parameter $d$ from [Equation 1).](#equ4){ref-type="disp-formula"}

The simulations output the haemoglobin concentration over time, the reticulocyte percentage over time, and the final age distribution of RBCs in both the bone marrow and in circulation.

The structure of the model also allows for the simulation of the effect of malaria within an individual by altering the age distribution as *P. vivax* invades young erythrocytes exclusively. It is assumed that healthy individuals with no history of haemolytic events in the last 4 months will have a uniform age distribution of RBCs. Simulations in *P. vivax* infections could be done by shifting the age distribution. Model code is available in [Source code 1](#SD3-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. [Supplementary file 1](#SD2-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"} provides posterior MCMC samples from the model.

Data {#s4-2}
----

### Historical studies {#s4-2-1}

Although primaquine was first tested in humans in 1944 and approved by the US FDA in 1952, there are very few precise data on its haemolytic effect in G6PDd individuals. Most of the studies only present sparse data, often limited to summary statistics, and with small sample sizes ($n \approx 2$). This section presents an analysis of the most information-rich studies conducted over the last 60 years and shows how they can be used to design informative prior distributions for the compartmental model. An exhaustive review of all available data on the haemolytic effects of primaquine has been reported recently by [@bib25]. There are however only five studies which present useful data on falls in haemoglobin concentrations over time. Throughout this section, for consistency in [Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}--[4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, data are shown in green and the model fits/predictions in red.

The data extracted from past studies in healthy volunteers are shown in [Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"},[3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. These figures compare least squares model fits with the data. The studies span four different variants of G6PD deficiency: Mediterranean, Mahidol, Viangchan (The Khmer soldiers whose data are shown in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} are incorrectly referred to by [@bib14] as G6PDd Mahidol. They are in fact most likely to be G6PDd Viangchan, as the variant was discovered some ten years later \[1988\]) and African $A^{-}$. These can be categorised generally as severe, moderate, moderate and mild variants of G6PDd, respectively.

The deterministic compartmental model reproduces the essential patterns of the observed dynamics, namely, a more rapid decrease in haematocrit at the start of the regimen which then slows as the haemolysis becomes self-limiting. However, some aspects cannot be reproduced by the model. The bottom left plot of [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows a sharp drop in haematocrit after the second round of primaquine administration. This is surprising, although the fact that it is outside the administration period may be an error in plotting in the original paper. The compartmental model cannot reproduce such a marked second drop after an initial fall of over 50% from baseline. In [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, for the bottom two plots, the model predicts a faster initial decrease than observed for a similar nadir drop.

These data were used to select a plausible range of values for the parameter $d$ in [Equation 1](#equ4){ref-type="disp-formula"}. This parameter governs the age-dependent haemolysis at different dosing levels.

### Weekly high-dose primaquine in G6PDd viangchan {#s4-2-2}

The largest and most recent study of primaquine-induced haemolysis in G6PD deficiency is from [@bib19]. In this study, 75 Cambodian patients with vivax malaria were given primaquine 0.75 base mg/kg weekly for 8 weeks. Of these, 17 were G6PDd Viangchan (14 homozygous males and three heterozygous females) and 1 was a homozygous male with G6PDd Canton. Haemoglobin concentrations and reticulocyte counts were measured on days 0,1,2,3 and subsequently each week, before the next dose of primaquine. One patient had a marked drop of haemoglobin falling to 7.5 g/dL and required a blood transfusion. The data are shown in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The variation in the measurement of haemoglobin was approximately 1 g/dL. For reticulocyte counts, the measurement error is much greater when done by microscopy (that is, counting per 100 red blood cells).

Model fitting using MCMC {#s4-3}
------------------------

The historical ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"},[3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and Kheng ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) data were used to fit the compartmental model; the former were used to select suitable prior distributions for parameters. Bayesian model fitting via MCMC was then applied to the data from the weekly high-dose primaquine in Cambodia ([@bib19]). The likelihood of the parameters is defined by a deterministic simulation from the compartmental model for a given dosing regimen and assumes both the haemoglobin levels and reticulocyte counts are observed with Laplace distributed errors (assuming Laplace errors is equivalent to minimizing absolute deviation). A Bayesian hierarchical structure was used for the steady state haemoglobin and the maximum increase in the production of red blood cells. This makes the assumption that each patient in the study is characterized by an individual steady state haemoglobin concentration ${Hb}^{\ast}$ and a maximum production capacity $\rho^{\max}$ drawn from a population distribution (normal distributions in both cases). Weekly informative priors were used for all parameters and the posterior distribution was estimated using MCMC with a Metropolis-Hastings proposal. Details of prior distributions and histograms of posterior distributions, together with convergence diagnostics and summary statistics are in the Appendix 1, 'Structure of hierarchical model and MCMC diagnostics\'.
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###### Posterior MCMC samples from model run on data from [@bib19].

**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23061.014](10.7554/eLife.23061.014)
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###### Model code.

**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23061.015](10.7554/eLife.23061.015)

Structure of hierarchical model and MCMC diagnostics {#s21}
====================================================

The analysis from section 'Model fitting' assumes that the parameters $d,k,{Hb}_{50}^{\rho},{Hb}_{50}^{R}$ are defined on a population level (same for all individuals in the study). The parameters ${Hb}^{\ast},\rho^{\max}$ are defined on the individual level but drawn from a population distribution. Thus the $i^{th}$ patient is characterized by:$${Hb}_{i}^{\ast} \sim N(\theta_{Hb},\sigma_{Hb}^{2})$$$$\rho_{i}^{\max} \sim {N{(\theta_{\rho},\sigma_{\rho}^{2})}}$$

We set informative priors on the hyperparameters $\theta_{Hb},\theta_{\rho}$, namely:$$\theta_{Hb} \sim N(40,3^{2})$$$$\theta_{\rho} \sim N_{trunc}{(4,1;\min = 2,\max = 8)}$$

where $N_{trunc}$ is a truncated normal distribution with upper and lower values given by $\min$ and $\max$. The variance hyperparameters $\sigma_{Hb}^{2}$ and $\sigma_{\rho}^{2}$ are given flat priors. [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the posterior distributions for all the parameters and hyperparameters of the model. The population level parameters are given the following informative priors:$$d \sim {Beta{(2,38)}}$$$${Hb}_{50}^{\rho} \sim N(30,2^{2})$$$${Hb}_{50}^{R} \sim N(30,2^{2})$$$$k \sim N_{trunc}{(10,2^{2};\min = 0,\max = 20)}$$

Convergence of the Metropolis Hastings algorithm was done by running four independent chains and computing the Gelman-Rubin statistic.10.7554/eLife.23061.016Appendix 1---figure 1.Posterior distributions of model parameters and hyperparameters.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23061.016](10.7554/eLife.23061.016)

As an independent check for model fit, [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, compares the estimated individual steady state haematocrits with the data on individual mean corpuscular volume (MCV) on day 0. The relationship between these fitted estimates and the data from the study is approximately linear for all patients (G6PDd and G6PD normal). The MCV is a poor marker of anaemia; high values are associated with reticulocytosis, folate and B12 deficiency and low values with iron deficiency, and thalassaemia both of which are very common in tropical areas. A correlation with steady state haematocrit would suggest that the model is indeed estimating the correct quantities. Therefore if the model estimates of the steady state haematocrit are correct, this should in theory correlate well with the baseline MCV and suggest the model is converging to the correct quantities.10.7554/eLife.23061.017Appendix 1---figure 2.Relationship between the steady state haematocrit and the mean corpuscular volume at day zero.G6PDd patients are colored in blue, G6PD normal patients in red; women are shown by circles, men by triangles.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23061.017](10.7554/eLife.23061.017)

Sensitivity analysis {#s22}
====================

[Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the effect of the individual parameters of the model (except the killing parameter $d$, the main parameter if interest in the model) on the haematocrit and reticulocyte response when all other parameters are held fixed.

To illustrate the individual effects of the parameters, we take as example a daily dosing regimen with identical dose (that is, same value of the parameter $d$) for 30 days. This is chosen to approximate the drop in haemoglobin observed in G6PDd African $A^{-}$ studies ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). We fix $d = 0.05$.

Some notable points:

-   The max-fold increase ($\rho^{\max}$) of RBCs in the bone marrow has the most impact on the reticulocyte response after day 9. We assume that a twofold increase in production is the minimum viable response to anaemia (shown by the red lines). [@bib16] estimates the max-fold increase in healthy males as approximately 5-fold.

-   The analysis of the data from [@bib19] gives very similar values for the population distribution of ${Hb}_{50}^{\rho}$ as that estimated by [@bib16] (see [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} in [@bib16]).

![Individual parameter effects on the behavior of the compartmental model as shown by the haematocrit response and the reticulocyte count response.\
From top left to bottom right, grouped by pairs: the mid-haemoglobin concentration parameter ${Hb}_{50}^{R}$ for the reticulocyte release function; the mid-haemoglobin concentration parameter ${Hb}_{50}^{\rho}$ for the marrow production function; the hill coefficient $k$ for the reticulocyte release function; the max-fold production factor $\rho^{\max}$. The different values plotted for each parameter are shown in the legend for reticulocyte response plot.\
**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23061.018](10.7554/eLife.23061.018)](elife-23061-app1-fig3){#fig10}
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In the interests of transparency, eLife includes the editorial decision letter and accompanying author responses. A lightly edited version of the letter sent to the authors after peer review is shown, indicating the most substantive concerns; minor comments are not usually included.

Thank you for submitting your article \"Modelling primaquine-induced haemolysis in G6PD deficiency\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your article has been reviewed by three peer reviewers, and the evaluation has been overseen by a Reviewing Editor and Prabhat Jha as the Senior Editor. The following individual involved in review of your submission has agreed to reveal his identity: Dennis Shanks (Reviewer \#2).

The reviewers have discussed the reviews with one another and the Senior Editor has drafted this decision to help you prepare a revised submission.

Summary:

The paper needs to cite all available data and not the selected sources currently used. Some specifications about the genotypes and regimes need to be improved.

Essential revisions:

Reviewer \#1

I\'ve taken a quick look at the paper. It\'s not an area I know about, but the basic biology seems to have been described fairly clearly. The modelling is interesting and seems convincing but is a bit short on details. In particular I\'d like to know:

a\) More evidence that the five studies identified really capture the entirety of the useful literature -- could they point to a recent literature review or even a commentary (or do a rapid review of their own)?

b\) More information about the model fit/validation in [Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"},[3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, particularly since the data represent individuals with a range of G6PDd variants. What algorithm did they use for the fit (they mention least squares but that is just a vague term for a large class of fitting methods), what parameters were used (and what produced by the fit), and do the resulting parameters correspond to what we know about genetic variation (and indeed geographic variation in treatment etc.)?

c\) Given the variation in the historical studies, in what way were they used to generate priors for the MCMC algorithm? (It would be useful for the prior and posterior distributions to be shown, including the joint distributions and measures of association for the posteriors)

d\) For the results, it would be more useful to present them in probabilistic terms rather than show multiple lines on a graph (and in some cases ignore uncertainty entirely).

Reviewer \#2

The manuscript reviewed concerns mathematical modeling of an important severe adverse event seen during vivax malaria treatment with primaquine. Unlike most modeling papers this manuscript has a firm, practical conclusion in the form of an alternative dosing regimen. I also found the paper much more accessible than other modeling papers however I would state that I am not a modeling expert and the editor should have the manuscript reviewed by someone with such expertise. The numbers match clinical reality as I perceive it, but someone needs to check how the figures were generated. The conclusion that the proposed regimen needs to be tested in a clinical trial is rational and fully supported. It seems likely that the large Mahidol Oxford group is already doing so and if a clinical trial has been initiated something to that effect should be inserted into the Discussion.

If possible, it is important to ground a model in reality which is done by using all the available data. The authors do so and the sparse data is rather a comment on how little has been done recently on primaquine. This model would not have been possible without the same group\'s recent weekly primaquine study (Kheng et al., 2015) done in Cambodia. The best available estimates from mass drug administration programs in China in the 1970s and returning US military in the 1950s suggest that the Severe Adverse Event (massive hemolysis) rate is about 1:10,000. Could the authors insert these historical studies into their model to determine if this estimated rate matches what the model generates using 22.5 mg daily for 10 days (China) and 15mg daily for 14 days (US military)? This is certainly not essential but would be a good addition if it was in the realm of statistical possibilities.

If the suggested revised primaquine regimen passes a clinical trial, then this particular modeling exercise will be exceptional in having delivered an actual advance in public health practice.

Reviewer \#3

This paper addresses a pertinent limitation to the treatment of *Plasmodium vivax* malaria and proposes a novel treatment regimen for an existing licenced drug. The analysis revisits a largely forgotten idea previously suggested in the 1950s which could revolutionise how *P. vivax* radical cure is administered and potentially greatly increase access to treatment and hence reduce the burden of *P. vivax* malaria.

The paper presents a model framework which utilises the available historical data about the dynamics of primaquine-induced haemolysis in G6PD deficient patients. The parameterised model is then applied to simulate the haemolytic impact of different primaquine treatment regimens on G6PDd patients and concludes with a recommended optimal regimen which in most cases would not cross the limiting toxicity threshold (assuming the parameters defined here). The paper is clearly and logically presented, though I am not a modeller so may have missed some technical aspects of the model. I have a few remarks:

1\) Cambodia dataset genotypes: Specify the genotypes of the G6PDd patients from the Cambodian study. If any of these were heterozygous it would mask the full impact of the haemolysis on hemi- or homozygotes. Heterozygotes should be excluded from the model fitting to ensure that the resulting model is a \"worse case\" model for individuals with 100% G6PDd RBC.

2\) Anaemia: The recommended \"regimen A\" triggers an overall drop in Hb of 4g/dL. While this is a progressive drop, it is nevertheless considerable. The starting Hb\* (steady state Hb conc.) has important implications for the safety of this haemolysis, and anaemia will be common among *P. vivax* patients. The Hb\* conc. used in [Figures 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} is the median value from the Kheng dataset, but [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows there is wide variation around this. How are the Hb dynamics of the ascending regimens affected by a lower Hb\*? Do the dynamics of the Hb drop differ or is it just a shift down the y-axis? The proposed \"safety threshold\" would be crossed if the starting Hb were 13g/dL or lower (which would be common), and an Hb\*of \<12g/dL could fall below the \"limiting toxicity threshold\". The issue of anaemia needs to be better addressed regarding the regimen\'s suitability for roll-out as a standard treatment.

3\) The recommended regimen A has a total dose of only 375mg, while the opening statement of the paragraph \"Safe optimal regimen\" indicates that 420mg are necessary for radical cure. Further justification needed regarding the rationale for this discrepancy.

4\) Aside from fears around drug-induced haemolysis, a major limitation to the current 14 day regimen is compliance. The proposed regimen A is 50% longer at 21 days. While this issue is beyond the scope of this paper, it should at least be acknowledged in the Discussion.

10.7554/eLife.23061.020

Author response

Essential revisions:

Reviewer \#1

I\'ve taken a quick look at the paper. It\'s not an area I know about, but the basic biology seems to have been described fairly clearly. The modelling is interesting and seems convincing but is a bit short on details. In particular I\'d like to know:

a\) More evidence that the five studies identified really capture the entirety of the useful literature -- could they point to a recent literature review or even a commentary (or do a rapid review of their own)?

The most recent and most exhaustive literature review is the WHO report by Recht et al. We have added a comment and explain why we only choose these 5 studies (section Historical studies).

*b) More information about the model fit/validation in [Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"},[3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, particularly since the data represent individuals with a range of G6PDd variants. What algorithm did they use for the fit (they mention least squares but that is just a vague term for a large class of fitting methods), what parameters were used (and what produced by the fit), and do the resulting parameters correspond to what we know about genetic variation (and indeed geographic variation in treatment etc.)?*

The model fits shown in [Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"},[3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} are mainly illustrative of the Hb dynamics with primaquine-induced haemolysis and show that the model can reproduce these dynamics. We show the model maximum likelihood fits under Gaussian error for reticulocyte counts and Hb values (parameter values which minimize the squared distance between the predicted and observed time series). The likelihood surface is however very flat around these maxima due to the extremely small sample sizes. This is why we don't report parameter values as they are not particularly meaningful or robust, but they can provide some idea of how to choose prior distributions (see next comment).

*c) Given the variation in the historical studies, in what way were they used to generate priors for the MCMC algorithm? (It would be useful for the prior and posterior distributions to be shown, including the joint distributions and measures of association for the posteriors)*

The point estimates found from the historical studies were used to centre weakly informative prior distributions. The appendix "*Structure of hierarchical model and MCMC diagnostics*" has both the exact prior distributions, and histogram plots of the posterior distributions (Appendix 1 [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} in revised draft of paper).

*d) For the results, it would be more useful to present them in probabilistic terms rather than show multiple lines on a graph (and in some cases ignore uncertainty entirely).*

We agree that for [Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"},[5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"},[7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} it is more elegant to present the uncertainty in form of predictive credible intervals. This has been changed. However for [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} (left plot) and [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} (left plot) we have only plotted the median Hb decline for simplicity, otherwise the plots would be too cluttered. Owing to the lack of data and possible model misspecification the most important output of the analysis is a regimen which causes the least median Hb decline. Only clinical studies using this regimen could correctly characterize the variability of Hb decline in G6PD deficient individuals and thus inform as to its suitability (larger Phase II/III type study).

Reviewer \#2

The manuscript reviewed concerns mathematical modeling of an important severe adverse event seen during vivax malaria treatment with primaquine. Unlike most modeling papers this manuscript has a firm, practical conclusion in the form of an alternative dosing regimen. I also found the paper much more accessible than other modeling papers however I would state that I am not a modeling expert and the editor should have the manuscript reviewed by someone with such expertise. The numbers match clinical reality as I perceive it, but someone needs to check how the figures were generated. The conclusion that the proposed regimen needs to be tested in a clinical trial is rational and fully supported. It seems likely that the large Mahidol Oxford group is already doing so and if a clinical trial has been initiated something to that effect should be inserted into the Discussion.

Mahidol Oxford Research Unit is indeed planning such a trial in human normal volunteers first, using an adaptive design based on the modelling results presented in this paper. The protocol is currently under submission to the ethics committee. We have added this to the Discussion.

If possible, it is important to ground a model in reality which is done by using all the available data. The authors do so and the sparse data is rather a comment on how little has been done recently on primaquine. This model would not have been possible without the same group\'s recent weekly primaquine study (Kheng et al., 2015) done in Cambodia. The best available estimates from mass drug administration programs in China in the 1970s and returning US military in the 1950s suggest that the Severe Adverse Event (massive hemolysis) rate is about 1:10,000. Could the authors insert these historical studies into their model to determine if this estimated rate matches what the model generates using 22.5 mg daily for 10 days (China) and 15mg daily for 14 days (US military)? This is certainly not essential but would be a good addition if it was in the realm of statistical possibilities.

These data are indeed interesting, although they may be underestimating the true severe adverse event rate because people rightly stop taking primaquine when they feel ill or pass black urine. Data from the Chinese MDA are summarized in a paper (Mass drug administration for the control and elimination of *Plasmodium vivax* malaria: an ecological study from Jiangsu province, China. Mal J 2013) but there are insufficient Hb concentration data in order to integrate them into our model.

The available Hb data, although sparse, inform the model as to the average trends in Hb decline; however, we do not feel confident predicting tail events (such as the probability of a severe adverse event) due to problems of model misspecification and lack of data.

Reviewer \#3

\[...\]

1\) Cambodia dataset genotypes: Specify the genotypes of the G6PDd patients from the Cambodian study. If any of these were heterozygous it would mask the full impact of the haemolysis on hemi- or homozygotes. Heterozygotes should be excluded from the model fitting to ensure that the resulting model is a \"worse case\" model for individuals with 100% G6PDd RBC.

The genotypes of the G6PDd patients from Kheng et al. are specified. There were a total of 18 patients who were G6PDd: 17 had the Viangchan variant (14 hemizygous males, 3 heterozygous females), and one male had the Canton variant.

We included the three heterozygote females as they had low and overlapping enzyme values compared to the homozygous males and therefore would not comprise our \`worse-case predictions'.

2\) Anaemia: The recommended \"regimen A\" triggers an overall drop in Hb of 4g/dL. While this is a progressive drop, it is nevertheless considerable. The starting Hb\* (steady state Hb conc.) has important implications for the safety of this haemolysis, and anaemia will be common among P. vivax patients. The Hb\* conc. used in [Figures 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} is the median value from the Kheng dataset, but [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows there is wide variation around this. How are the Hb dynamics of the ascending regimens affected by a lower Hb\*? Do the dynamics of the Hb drop differ or is it just a shift down the y-axis? The proposed \"safety threshold\" would be crossed if the starting Hb were 13g/dL or lower (which would be common), and an Hb\*of \<12g/dL could fall below the \"limiting toxicity threshold\". The issue of anaemia needs to be better addressed regarding the regimen\'s suitability for roll-out as a standard treatment.

Given the construction of the model, lowering the value of the steady state haemoglobin will lower the absolute drop but not the proportion of steady state drop (approx. 30% over 20 days). Therefore, a person with a steady state of 11 would drop to 7.7 g/dL, just under our proposed safety threshold. This Hb concentration would not be life-threatening and should rise promptly once primaquine has stopped.

Quantifying the true variation around these drops, especially in patients, is impossible given the lack of data and can only be done via correctly designed prospective clinical trials. We propose to test our proposed regimen first in healthy volunteers with sufficiently high Hb concentrations, i.e. 12 and above for a Phase I type study) and if it proves to be safe we will test the regimen in vivax patients to characterise the range of possible falls.

3\) The recommended regimen A has a total dose of only 375mg, while the opening statement of the paragraph \"Safe optimal regimen\" indicates that 420mg are necessary for radical cure. Further justification needed regarding the rationale for this discrepancy.

These total doses were proposed to accommodate current tablet sizes and avoid tablet splitting. The relationship between total dose and anti-relapse efficacy has not been well characterised -- there is very weak evidence for the superiority of the 30mg daily (total 420mg) versus 22.5mg (total 315mg) daily regimens in SE Asia. Elsewhere the original studies of the 45mg once weekly regimen (total 360mg) were conducted in African Americans who are on average 50% heavier than vivax malaria patients in SE Asia. One small trial in Afghan refugees in Pakistan (Leslie et al., 2008) showed that the weekly dose (360 mg total dose) was highly effective. Although not directly applicable to the more frequent relapsing forms of *P. vivax* in SE Asia, these data offer some reassurance. We think it very unlikely that efficacy of a 375mg regimen (\~10% less primaquine) would be significantly lower than of a 420mg dose, and in this setting it is safety that will be a more important determinant of dosing than efficacy.

4\) Aside from fears around drug-induced haemolysis, a major limitation to the current 14 day regimen is compliance. The proposed regimen A is 50% longer at 21 days. While this issue is beyond the scope of this paper, it should at least be acknowledged in the Discussion.

We have added a comment in the Discussion.
